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Review of the literature that AHP has been widely used in the decision-making 
behavior of tax planning, trade, procurement, investment, etc. This study used 
DEMATEL to improve AHP to become ANP as a research method, and improved its 
questionnaire method, and used the Taiwanese enterprises in Mainland China as the 
research suject, and used microcosmic view to discuss the enterprise in 
decision-making behavior of major tax planning, including trade patterns, 
procurement way, investment path. 
This study established a decision-making hierarchy for trade patterns, including: 
tax burden, operating restrictions, the difficulty in fund operation, administrative job 
criteria, and extension of the judgment elements, as well as the processing of 
customer's materials, processing with imported materials, general trade solutions. 
This study established a decision-making hierarchy for procurement way, 
including: tax burden, transportation jobs, payment jobs, administrative job criteria, 
and extension of the judgment elements, as well as onshore purchases, transfer from 
different factories, via free trade parks solutions. 
This study established a decision-making hierarchy for investment path, 
including: income tax burden, openness, transparency, corporate governance criteria, 
and extension of the judgment elements, as well as individual direct, individual 
indirect, corporate indirect, corporate direct investment solutions. 
This study established tax calculation model for three kinds of tax planning 
decisions, considerating significant tax impact on enterprises: value added tax, import 
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income tax and Taiwan enterprise income tax, individual income tax. 
In this study, first of all respondents as a group, and then separately for the 22 
companies, empirical analysis.The "considering all the factors" of the 
decision-making tendencies to amend  the "only consider tax" of the 
decision-making tendencies; the "actual use" of the decision-making tendencies 
should strengthen "considering all the factors" of the decision-making tendencies.In 
this study, through the interview process for understanding the Taiwanese companies, 
and can explan the part of the "actual use" of the decision-making tendencies, failed to 
strengthen the "considering all the factors" of the decision-making tends to cause; for 
Taiwan and other foreign countries (regions), the tax planning at the time, have 
guiding significance. 
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以作者在 2014年 12月为台湾某上市公司转投资设于厦门的 LED厂所做的规
划案为例，原有的采购与销售比例分别约为：来料加工与进料加工之保税进口占
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